€

T&C’s Apply
PRICES VALID TO 31ST MAY 2022

Outdoor

FURNITURE
SUMMER COLLECTION 2022
www.bunzlmclaughlin.com

T&C’s Apply

Vibe Side Chair
The Vibe polypropylene chair is vibrant, bright and robust. Perfect
for adding a punch of character and colour to any social space. The
Vibe is our budget polypropylene chair, perfect for any restaurant
or bar looking to add a lot of character on a smaller budget.

› Available in 10 colours.
› Stackable up to 8 high for easy storage.
› Ergonomically designed for maximum comfort.
› Incredibly light for ease of movement & storage.
› Easy clean, wipeable surface.
*Dimensions: (H): 82cm (W): 42cm (D): 55cm

€55.00
PER CHAIR

Colours:

BLACK

BLUE

GREEN

GREY

MUSTARD

ORANGE

PINK

PURPLE

RED

YELLOW

Cruz Side Chair
The Cruz has a unique criss crossed back pattern which perfectly
compliments its modern design, as well as providing brilliant air
circulation for hot sunny days.
With the Cruz you can choose the height options you need: side
chair, lounge chair or bar chair, meaning you can echo the theme
across all the table heights in your building.

› Available in 3 colours.
› Exceptionally comfortable due to the the large seating area!
› 5 Year warranty for peace of mind
› Anti-static surface
› Suitable for both indoor and outdoor use
› Easy to clean
› Light resistant pigment
› Stackable up to 4 high

€75.00
PER CHAIR

*Dimensions : 56 × 48 × 80 cm

Colours:

2.

RED

GREY

BLACK

Outdoor FURNITURE

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Daytona Side Chair
Code: ZA.1212C
The Daytona chair is stackable and made of durable weatherresistant resin reinforced with glass fibre. Non-metallic frame
will never unravel, rust or decay. It is UV protected which ensures
the colours will not fade. For outdoor use may also be used
indoor if required.
*Dimensions: (H): 81cm (W): 55cm (D): 61cm (SH): 45cm
Weight: 3.5kg

Colours:

3.

Outdoor FURNITURE

DARK
GREY

Call: 015 337 300

€85.00
PER CHAIR

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

AVA I L A B L E F ROM E N D O F A P R I L

Lyon Side Chair
Code: 62302
The all-new Lyon outdoor side chair is a very stylish outdoor seating
option. The seat and backrest of this side chair are made of
textile and have a black aluminum frame to ensure durability. This
lightweight stool definitely does its job and is suitable for all street
restaurants, bistros and cafes.

› Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
› Stackable up to 3 high
› UV Resistant Fabric
*Dimensions: (H): 81 cm (W): 46cm (D): 58cm

Colours:

BLACK

€100.00
PER CHAIR

Lyon Armchair
Code: 62545
The Lyon armchair is made of a textilene fabric seat and back
paired with an black aluminium frame, so you can be rest assured
of its durability. This lightweight chair certainly looks the part, and
would suit any outdoor restaurants, bistros & cafes.

› Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
› Stackable up to 3 high
› UV Resistant Fabric
*Dimensions: (H): 80cm (W): 57cm (D): 57cm

Colours:

4.

BLACK

Outdoor FURNITURE

€120.00
PER CHAIR

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Sky Armchair
Code: ZA.72110C
The Sky Stacking Armchair features a modern, moulded design
and is available in six bright colours. Manufactured from recyclable,
ultra-durable polypropylene the Sky armchair is hygienic and
maintenance free. CATAS tested for contract durability, they are
the ideal for indoor and outdoor areas with heavy commercial use.
Stacks up to 4 high when not in use - some assembly required.

*Dimensions: (H): 81cm (W): 54cm (D): 60cm (SH): 45cm
Weight: 4.8kg

Colours:

5.

RED

Outdoor FURNITURE

€115.00
PER CHAIR

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Vienna Side Chair
Code: 62762
The Vienna side chair is stylish outdoor seating option. The back’s
woven synthetic rope creates a stunning, contemporary look.
Perfect for outdoor areas of your home, restaurant, bar, coffee
shop or also your cafe. A matching Vienna Outdoor Sidechair is
also available.

› Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
› Stackable 4 high
*Dimensions: (H): 79cm (W): 50cm (D): 48cm (SH): 46cm

Colours:

BRONZE

€105.00
PER CHAIR

Vienna Armchair
Code: 60491
The Vienna Chair is a beautiful wicker weave outdoor chair. The
Armchair has a strong but lightweight aluminium frame with a
black EPC finish and can be stacked for convenience. A beatifully
designed curved back thats finished in bronze poly rope and a
bronze resin mesh seat. Ideal for use outside up market hotels,
restaurants and bars.

› Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
› Stackable 4 high
*Dimensions: (H): 78cm (W): 56cm (D): 58cm (SH): 46cm

Colours:

6.

BRONZE

Outdoor FURNITURE

€125.00
PER CHAIR

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

I N STO C K

Paris Side Chair
The Paris chair is among the complements of the sitting sets
that attract attention as a very stylish product. If you want to get
effective solutions for hygiene, which is important in many open
areas, you can use our product with confidence. The chair also has
the feature of stacking together thanks to its portable structure.

› Suitable for indoor and outdoor use
› Easy to clean
› Stackable 6 high
› Injection moulded polypropylene
› CATAS Tested for contract use
› 5 year structural warranty
*Dimensions: (H): 83cm (W): 43cm (D): 53cm
Weight: 5.4kg

Colours:

BLACK

€95.00
PER CHAIR

Panda Armchair
Code: ZA.676C
The Panda armchair is a French styled cafe bistro chair. The Panda
offers a durable aluminium frame made to look like bamboo along
with a wicker weave seat and backrest.

› French Style Cafe Bistro Chair
› Stackable to 8 Chairs High
› Ideal for Outdoor Use
› Sturdy Aluminium Frame
› Wicker Weave Seat and Backrest
*Dimensions: (H): 83cm (W): 56cm (D): 56cm (SH): 46cm
Weight: 4kg

Colours:

7.

BLACK
& WHITE

Outdoor FURNITURE

€120.00
PER CHAIR

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Time Side Chair
Code: ZA.320C
The Time Side Chair is a modern take on a classic wicker weave
outdoor chair. This chair has been cleverly constructed with a cane
effect aluminium frame, therefore it is a durable seating choice.

› Cane effect Aluminium frame
› Outdoor Quality Wicker Weave
› Suitable for indoor or outdoor use
› Stackable up to 8 high
*Dimensions: (H): 83cm (W): 46cm (D): 57cm (SH): 45cm
Weight: 4kg

Colours:

BLACK

€120.00
PER CHAIR

Time Armchair
Code: ZA.423C
The Time outdoor stacking Arm Chair is a beautiful wicker weave
outdoor chair. It has an Aluminum cane effect frame. Ideal for all
outdoor occasions.

› Cane effect Aluminium frame
› Outdoor Quality Wicker Weave
› Suitable for indoor or outdoor use
› Stackable up to 8 high
*Dimensions: (H): 88cm (W): 54cm (D): 52cm (SH): 45cm
Weight: 4.6kg

Colours:

8.

Outdoor FURNITURE

BLACK

Call: 015 337 300

€125.00
PER CHAIR

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Holt Side Chair
Code: ZA.15141C
The Holt ‘Rope’ Side Chair is manufactured from durable and light
weight aluminium. Both the armchair and side chair feature an
attractive rope design made from synthetic rope and comfortable
cushion. Being both stackable and water repellent they are ideal for
outdoor use in a variety of settings.

› Suitable for indoor or outdoor use
› Strong grey aluminium frame
› Woven synthetic rope back
› Water repellent, removable cushion
› Stackable (cushion removed)
*Dimensions: (H): 89cm (W): 46cm (D): 59cm (SH): 44cm
Weight: 2.6kg

Colours:

DARK
GREY

€185.00
PER CHAIR

Holt Armchair
Code: ZA.15140C
The Holt 'Rope' Armchair is a modern take on a traditional style,
with its woven, synthetic rope backrest. The dark grey aluminium
frame is ideal for warding off the elements and will not rust,
whatever the weather. The cushion is water repellent and the chair
is stackable once this has been removed.

› Suitable for indoor or outdoor use
› Strong grey aluminium frame
› Woven synthetic rope back.
› Water repellent, removable cushion.
*Dimensions: (H): 78cm (W): 56cm (D): 58cm (SH): 46cm
Weight: 4.2kg

Colours:

9.

Outdoor FURNITURE

DARK
GREY

Call: 015 337 300

€225.00
PER CHAIR

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Table Tops
The Werzalit brand has been established for over 90 years and are
one of our top choices for outdoor commercial tabletops. 100%
recycled core. FSC Certified. Anti-microbial surface. With 50 decor
options and 7 different sizes available through our Made To Order
Werzalit service, you can find a décor to suit any theme, look or
ambience that you desire. REASONS TO BUY - Weatherproof and
UV resistant to suit any environment, outdoors and indoors

› Scratch, heat, and impact resistant, making them a highly
durable option for busy environments

› Easy clean, wipeable surface
› 5 Year warranty for peace of mind

€65.00

600 Round Table Top

PER TOP

600 Square Table Top

Colours:

€80.00
PER TOP

700 Square Table Top

Colours:

10.

PER TOP

Colours:

700 Round Table Top

BLACK

€75.00

€105.00
PER TOP

Colours:

CITY

Outdoor FURNITURE

ARIZONA

PONDEROSA GREY

Call: 015 337 300

MARBLE GENES

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Table Bases
Madrid Fliptop

Code: MAFTD001

The Madrid Flip Top uses incredible nano-coat technology that making this cruciform style base with round
column the ultimate outdoor dining area furniture. To top that off, the Madrid is a flip top base, meaning
you get the added bonus of your tables being stackable for when saving space is an absolute requirement,
perfect for the busiest of cafes, restaurants, pubs and outdoor commercial hospitality venues.

› 5 Year warranty for peace of mind
› Suitable for both Indoor and Outdoor use
› Scratch resistant and easy to clean
› Adjustable feet allow for uneven surfaces
› Folding top and design of the base means this is stackable
*Dimensions: (H): 72cm (W): 48cm

€125.00
PER BASE

Weight: 8kg

Malaga Base
The Malaga base specifically designed for use in highly corrosive coastal areas, the nano-coat
technology on this cruciform shaped base with round column makes this base the ultimate outdoor
dining area furniture. At home even in for the harshest of environments, the Malaga is perfect for your
beer gardens, in front of your coffee shops, or at that restaurant on the end of the pier.

› 5 Year warranty for peace of mind
› Suitable for both Indoor and Outdoor use
› Scratch resistant and easy to clean
› Adjustable feet allow for uneven surfaces

€100.00
PER BASE

Anchor Base
The Anchor base plate that is bolted to the ground by 5 bolts. This means that the base remains stable
even in the harshest contract setting.

› 5 Fixing points for ultimate stability
› Solid cast iron base plate
› Ideal for easy access requirements
› Available in stainless steel and black powder coated finishes
› Suitable for indoors and outdoors
› Complete with fixing bolts

11.

*Dimensions: Poseur (H): 105cm (W): 25cm

*Dimensions: Dining (H): 73cm (W): 25cm

Weight: 7kg

Weight: 6.5kg

Outdoor FURNITURE

Call: 015 337 300

€95.00
PER BASE

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

EKO Planters
*MADE FROM RECYCLED DURABLE MATERIALS

EKO Planters are manufactured from EKOWOOD which is an ultra durable synthetic timber consisting of 100% recycled
material. They are weather resistant and can be left outdoors all year round. They are easy to clean and will not rot or splinter
so will look good for many years with little to no maintenance.
EKO Planters are available in three sizes in whitewash. EKO planters are perfectly suited to outdoor areas such as pubs,
restaurants, and for educational and workspace recreational areas.
LEAD TIME APPLYS OF 4-5 WEEKS FROM ORDER

Colours:

WHITE
WASH

Code: ZA.72117PL

€335.00
PER PLANTER

€451.00

Code: ZA.72116PL

PER PLANTER

*Dimensions: (H): 45cm (W): 45cm (D): 35cm

*Dimensions: (H): 45cm (W): 75cm (D): 35cm

Weight: 7.5kg

Weight: 15kg

Code: ZA.72115PL
*Dimensions: (H): 45cm (W): 150cm (D): 35cm
Weight: 30kg

€600.00
PER PLANTER

12.

Outdoor FURNITURE

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

Artix Corda
Standing 2100
Code: ARTIX M-SO BROWN
The Artix Corda from the SUNRED® Bright range is a stylish model
with a hood made of Olefin. The big advantages of Olefin are its
strength, colourfastness and comfort, its resistance to staining,
mildew, abrasion, and sunlight. These features will ensure a long life
span of the hood.

› Comfortable heat experience - Infrared Halogen Technology max
heat within seconds

› Enjoy a good book - Heat + Light a combination of cozy warmth
and ambiance light (11.500 LUX)

› The reliable heat source - Proven short wave infrared technology
for many years

› Durable - Sunred heating tubes will last up to 8.000+ burning
hours.
*Dimensions: 213 x 60 cm

€380.00
PER HEATER

13.

Outdoor FURNITURE

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply

W H I L E STO C KS L A ST S

Patio Heater
Code: HEF739
Patio Heater gives a atmosphere and warmth to your outdoor
seating areas 50 sq mtr heating range Regulate up to 10000 watts
Piezo ignition Gas cylinder hidden in body of heater base
Anti-tipover safeguard.

› Give atmosphere and warmth to your outdoor seating areas
› 50 sq mtr heating range
› Regulate up to 10000 watts
› Piezo ignition
› Gas cylinder hidden in body of heater base
› Anti-tipover safeguard
› UK 27mm regulator and hose included. Uses up to 13kg
propane gas bottle (not supplied).

› Wheels included. Cover also included.
*Low height unit (135cm tall) - ideal for seated areas
Weight: 11kg

14.

€245.00
PER HEATER

Outdoor FURNITURE

Call: 015 337 300

Email: bmlmarketing@bunzl.ie

T&C’s Apply
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To find out more please contact:

Call: 015 337 300
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www.bunzlmclaughlin.com

